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Abstract – Known core shapes and leakage flux paths (LFP) for
electromagnetically integrated transformers (EMIT) are classified and extended to new core shapes and winding structures.
The distinctive feature of the classification is the orientation of
the leakage flux path (magnetic shunt) with respect to the axis
of the windings (perpendicular or aligned) and the direction of
the compression of the core.
After discussing the properties of the presented structures the
low profile shapes are compared by means of volume, magnetic
path length and mean turn length. The flux and current distribution of the EMIT needed for the comparison are calculated
by combining fundamental frequency analysis with reluctance
models. Finally, measurement results for two prototypes are
presented.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Magnetic components of DC-DC converters for telecom power
supplies are frequently employing planar magnetic cores in order to
achieve a low profile/small height and facilitate an automated assembly. The requirements for increased power density and efficiency are met by high switching frequencies and soft switching
techniques or resonant converter topologies [1].
For realising a series-parallel resonant converter the basic structure of a full bridge DC-DC converter has to be extended by a series inductance (incl. the leakage inductance of the transformer) and
series capacitance as well as a parallel capacitance as shown in Fig.
1. These components can be integrated into the transformer as described in [2], with the objective of reducing the overall volume
and simplifying the manufacturing. The basic principle of this electromagnetic integration is described in [3] and is shortly repeated in
the following. To this end in Fig. 2(a) an isolated series-parallel
resonant circuit built up with discrete components is depicted. In
Fig. 2(b) the transformer has been replaced by its equivalent circuit. The series inductance of the resonant circuit is implemented
by the leakage inductance of the transformer, which has to be increased or adjusted by methods discussed in section 3 of this paper.
The series capacitance is realised by the primary winding of the
transformer. With this winding also a part of the leakage inductance
of the transformer respectively the series inductance is implemented. The construction of the primary winding which is realised
by a metal-coated dielectric wound around a ferrite core is shown in
the upper part of Fig. 2(c). One end of the primary winding is connected to the copper foil P1, the second one to the foil P2. Therefore, the whole primary current I1 has to flow through the dielectric
and this displacement/capacitive current ICs also contributes to the
magneto motive force of the primary winding.
The secondary winding implements the parallel capacitor as
well as the remaining part of the series inductance. The lower part
of Fig. 2(c) reveals the construction principle. It also consists of a
metal-coated dielectric, which is wound around a ferrite core. In
contrast to the primary winding both ends of the secondary winding
are connected to copper foil S1. Thus, the load current just flows in
this foil and not through foil S2. The capacitive current ICp is driven
by the secondary voltage which is induced by the varying flux excited by the primary winding. It flows from the connection between
foil S1 and S2 through foil S2 where it decreases along the foil
since it flows through the dielectric to foil S1 driven by the local
voltage difference between the foils S1 and S2.
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Fig. 1 Series-parallel resonant DC-DC converter

Up to now most of the implemented electromagnetically integrated transformers (EMIT) are realised by planar E-cores and
windings on multilayer PCBs. The capacitance is realised by layers
of material with a high permittivity [e.g. BaTiO3] in-between the
copper layers. However, applying this principle of construction to
high power converters leads to relatively high copper losses because of the relative large mean turn length and problems
(losses/manufacturing) with the realisation of the integrated series
inductance. An alternative is the use of conventional core shapes
and copper foils [4], [5].
In this paper, concepts which could be applied for realising
high power electromagnetically integrated high leakage inductance
transformers are reviewed and new transformer constructions are
proposed. In Section 2 the properties of dielectrics which are suitable for the integration of capacitors are presented briefly. ThereafCS
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Fig.2: (a) Series-parallel resonant circuit (b) Series inductance implemented
by the leakage inductance of the transformer (c) Electromagnetic integration
of the series L-C (upper) and parallel L-C (lower) branch of the circuit.

ter, in Section 3 known core shapes and leakage flux paths are classified and extended to new geometries and winding arrangements.
The distinctive feature is the orientation of the leakage flux path
(magnetic shunt) with respect to the axis of the windings (perpendicular or aligned) and the profile of the core (low or cubic/conventional). In Section 4 the presented core and winding
arrangements are compared concerning the overall volume, the
magnetic path length and the mean turn length based on constant
power loss densities in the core and the winding. Thereafter, a
model for calculating the flux and current distribution within the
EMIT as required for a detailed comparison is briefly presented in
Section 5 and measurement results for two prototypes to be applied
in a series-parallel resonant circuit of a 3kW converter are shown in
Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future research aims are given
in Section 7.

II. DIELECTRIC MATERIALS FOR APPLICATION IN EMITS
The dielectrics suitable for the integration of a capacitor in transformer or inductor windings can be classified as follows:
1) Ceramic-Materials: e.g. LTCC-based HiK/Bariumtitanat [6], [7]
2) Plastic-Foils: e.g. Kapton / Polypropylene / Polystyrol [8]
3) PCB-compatible-Materials: e.g. C-Lam / RO3210 [9], [10]

The properties of some materials belonging to these groups are
listed in Table 1. In addition to the dielectric foils the LTCC HiKmaterial offers excellent electrical (especially the loss factor) properties. A planar prototype has been realised (cf. fig. 10) so as to test
this material.
The capacitive layers made of ceramic materials are fabricated
in a sintering process, which requires specialised knowledge and
equipment. Due to the brittle structure the size of the capacitive
layers is limited and the thickness must be larger than a minimum
value in order to ensure mechanical stability. Furthermore, different
shrinking during sintering and different thermal expansion coefficients limit the sequences of layers which can be manufactured
properly. Another limiting factor is the producible thickness of the
metallization in a LTCC process, especially in multilayer assemblies. The thickness could be increased if the ceramic is contacted
by sputtering and the thickness of the metal layer is subsequently
increased by electroplating [2]. Due to the mechanical properties of
the ceramic material it could be used only for planar winding structures similar to a realisation by a multi-layer PCB.
When using Kapton as dielectric the thickness of the metal foil
could be increased without problems, since the foil is just connected to the Kapton with special glue [8]. This is also true for PP/PS-foils except for foils which are contacted by metal vaporising.
In this case the thickness could also be increased by electroplating.
The limited temperature stability of PP-/PS-foils could be a problem if one would like to fully utilise the integrated device. This is
usually no problem with Kapton foils which allow a higher maximum operation temperature. The fabrication of the winding is the
same as for standard copper foils.
This is also true for PCB-compatible dielectrics, since the
manufacturing is very similar to the one of standard PCBs. As with
PCBs the thickness of the copper tracks usually could be up to approximately 100 microns. Larger values are also possible when

using thicker foils.
A problem of the PCB-based materials and also the foils is the
low permittivity [8]. Partly, this could be compensated by low
thickness which increases the achievable capacitance per area. With
increasing switching frequencies the required capacitance values
decrease and the necessary surface of the copper wires, which simultaneously represents the available area for the capacitor, increases due to the skin effect. Consequently, these materials are
more suited for higher frequency applications.
So far, the loss factor of the materials, which is also given in
table 1, has been neglected. In the rightmost column the losses in
Watt at the nominal operating point for the capacitor Cp of a 3kW
series-parallel resonant converter prototype are given. The losses
resulting for Bariumtitanat [6], [7] or C-Lam material [9] would be
far too high. The resulting value for the PP/PS-Foil is a kind of
reference value for a discrete solution with KP-, MKP-, MFP- or
KS-capacitors. The LTCC HiK-material, RO3210 and Kapton show
higher but still reasonable losses.
Summarising the above mentioned facts:
- For planar integrated capacitors (i.e. assemblies similar to PCBs)
one could use the LTCC HiK-material, which has a higher permittivity but also involves higher costs, alternatively, a kind of
PCB-based material like RO3210 could be used if the required
capacitance values are low. The achievable thickness of the conductor could be a limiting factor for the ceramic material.
- When using conventional (low-profile) transformers the integrated capacitor could be realised with Kapton-/PP-/PS-foils. The
realisable capacitance value, however, is limited due to the low
permittivity but the manufacturing costs are low.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF CORE SHAPES AND WINDING ARRANGEMENTS

The possibilities for integrating a series inductance in a transformer
by increasing its leakage inductance can be divided into two groups
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The distinctive feature is the orientation of the
magnetic shunt/leakage flux path (LFP) with respect to the axis of
the winding. At the top of Fig. 3 a transformer with cubic profile
(CPT) is shown, whose LFP is perpendicular to the axis of the
windings. In contrast to this, a cubic profile transformer whose LFP
is aligned with the winding axis is depicted at the top of Fig. 4.
These two main representatives can be modified in order to get low
profile shapes and different winding structures as will be discussed
in the following for the two groups separately.
(Note: For all the following considerations any of the two transformer windings could be used as primary or secondary winding).

A. Perpendicular Leakage Path (PLP) and Subgroups
In Fig. 3 the basic possibilities for realising a perpendicular
leakage path (PLP) are given. In order to obtain a low profile transformer (LPT) the CPT has to be compressed in the x-, y- and zdirection [11]. The results are given in the 2nd row of Fig. 3.
Z-compressed: The most left core shape in Fig. 3 is the well
known planar core, whose windings can be realised by a PCB or
(litz) wire. The disadvantage of this core shape is its relative large
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Table 1 – Dielectric materials suitable for the integration of capacitors

winding length compared to the CPT. Additionally, it is difficult to
obtain a large wire cross-section using PCB tracks as the width (xdirection) of the winding is limited (a larger window width increases the magnetic path length) and the height (z-direction if a
LFP is integrated) of the layer is limited due the skin effect. Furthermore, the windings can not be paralleled easily for increasing
the cross-sectional area since standard interleaving is not possible
as it could result in an unequal current sharing between the parallel
windings [12]. For connecting windings in parallel with improved
current sharing the repetition of the LFP as shown at the bottom in
Fig. 3 is proposed. One has to interleave the windings together with
the LFP. Unfortunately, in case of a parallel connection of the upper and lower winding the two leakage inductances – realised by
the upper and the lower LFP – are also connected in parallel. Therefore, the leakage flux in the two LFPs is the same as with just one
LFP and no parallel connected windings. This results in higher
losses in the LFP or increased overall volume of the LFP in order to
decrease the flux density.
The cross-sectional areas of the three legs should be adapted to the
peak values of the magnetic fluxes, which occur during operation.
This minimises the core losses and the overall volume and leads to
equally distributed losses within the core. This holds for all core
shapes.
Y-compressed: This shape (middle of the 2nd row in Fig.3) features
a shorter winding length (comparable to the CPT) but an increased
length of the magnetic path. Again, employing copper foil the
cross-sectional area of the copper is limited as the width (ydirection) of the winding is limited (a larger window width increases the magnetic path length even more). Furthermore, the current distribution within the copper foils will be unequal for higher
frequencies because the current is concentrating in the parts of the
copper foil which are close to the LFP (reduction of magnetically
stored energy in the leakage field in the air). Again, interleaving of
the windings including the LFP can be done with the same disadvantages as already mentioned for the z-compressed core).

X-compressed: This core shape (most right one in Fig.3, 2nd row)
has approximately equal mean turn and magnetic path lengths.
With this core shape copper foils or (litz) wires can be used for
realising the windings. Using copper foils the problem regarding
the unequal current distribution within the foils, as already mentioned for the y-compressed core, exists again.
For the z-compressed core shape ceramic or PCB-compatible
dielectrics and for the y- and x-compressed ones Kapton or PP/PS
foils can be used for integrating a capacitor. Due to the large permittivity of the ceramic materials and the large mean turn length the
largest capacitance values can be integrated into the z-compressed
core shape. The lower permittivity of the dielectric foils and the
shorter turn lengths result in lower capacitance values, which can
be integrated, for y-compressed shape. This is especially true for
the x-compressed core shape.
In the 3rd row of Fig.3 four different possibilities for realising the
LFP considering the z-compressed / planar transformer as example
are shown and explained in the following.
- The first possibility is to insert a block of ferrite between the
primary and secondary winding. The reluctance of the leakage
flux path is controlled by an air gap between the planar core and
the ferrite block. However, for ensuring a low tolerance of the
leakage inductance value the dimensions of the air gap have to be
controlled tightly. This is a problem due to manufacturing tolerances [13]. In order to reduce the leakage field and its influence
on the winding losses, the gap could be divided into several
smaller gaps [14]. These smaller gaps are connected in series
(ferrite block – small gap – ferrite block – small gap - …).
- Instead of using a ferrite block in combination with an air gap one
could insert a block of material which has a low permeability.
The permeability of the material has to have the correct value for
realising a specific value of the leakage inductance. Again, the
mechanical tolerances of the core pose a problem for the industrial manufacturing. Furthermore, all known materials (FPC –
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Epcos, 1230 - Prometheus, Vitroperm – VAC [15]–[17]) which
have a low permeability cause high losses when operated at high
frequencies compared to ferrite material.
- The authors of [13] proposed to place a magnetic layer consisting
of a material which has a low permeability between the planar
cores. This method avoids the mentioned problems concerning
mechanical tolerances but reduces the magnetising inductance of
the transformer, i.e. the magnetising current increases. Furthermore, the high losses of the material with low permeability pose a
problem for high power applications.
- The concepts described so far are based on inserting an additional
magnetic layer for the leakage flux. A new possibility would be
to combine three ferrite cores, two E- and one I-core, with an air
gap, which is not dependent on the mechanical tolerances of the
manufacturing process. The air gap is fabricated by grinding the
two E-cores, what is a standard process for fabricating air gaps
with low tolerances. The disadvantages are the need for custom
cores and the elaborate assembly. Therefore, the concept is economically viable only for high volume productions.
The realisation possibilities of the LFP shown for the zcompressed core also can also be applied to the y- and xcompressed cores with the same pros and cons as discussed above.
Therefore, they are not discussed further for the sake of brevity.
Up to now all turns of the windings (both primary and secondary) are linked with the respective leakage flux. If the number of
turns is high and the required series inductance is low a large air
gap or a low permeability would be needed for adapting the size of
the leakage inductance to the required value of the series inductance. The large air gap would lead to large leakage fields which
could cause EMI problems and eddy current losses in the windings.
In order to reduce the length of the air gap one winding could be
splitted into two partial windings (SW) as depicted in the last row
of Fig. 3 (the upper winding shown in light grey/orange). This reduces the number of turns linked with the leakage flux. The equivalent circuit representing this winding arrangement would be an
interconnection of two transformers. One winding is connected in
series and the other one in parallel. Thereby, the upper transformer
represents the upper orange/light grey winding and has a large
leakage inductance and the lower transformer having a small leakage inductance represents the lower orange/light grey winding.
Assuming that the red/dark grey winding is shorted and considering
the equivalent circuit it is obvious that only the upper part of the
orange/light grey winding respectively the upper equivalent transformer mainly defines the overall leakage impedance. The reduction of the number of turns linked with the leakage flux leads to
higher values for the leakage flux since the flux linkage is determined by the fixed inductance value and primary current.
The standard interleaving of the primary and secondary winding can also be applied to the parts of the windings which are not
separated by the PLP. The rest of the winding must be interleaved
together with the PLP as described above.

B. Aligned Leakage Path (ALP) and Subgroups
Transformer constructions with aligned leakage path (ALP) and
possibilities for realising the aligned LFP are shown in Fig. 4. In
order to achieve a low profile magnetic core the cubic profile transformer (CPT) can be compressed in the x-, y- and z-direction,
again. The results thereof are given in the 2nd row of Fig. 4.
Z-compressed: Again, this core shape is equal to the standard planar core. Usually, the windings are wound around the middle leg of
the planar core and are realised by PCB tracks. In the shown structure the windings are wound around the two outer legs of the Ecore and the middle leg realises the LFP. Alternatively, one winding could be arranged around the middle leg and the LFP is realised
by an outer leg [18]. If the windings are realised by PCB tracks it is

important to notice, that the current distribution within the crosssection will be non-uniform for higher frequencies because the
current is concentrating in the parts of the copper foil which are
close to the LFP. Thus, PCB tracks lying vertically (in z-direction)
on top of each other should be connected in parallel in order to
increase the cross-sectional area and multiple or all turns are realised within one layer. The mean turn length is comparatively large
as already described for the PLP version.
Y-compressed: In the middle of the 2nd row of Fig. 4 the ycompressed transformer is depicted. This core shape results in the
lowest mean turn length, but also the largest magnetic path length.
Despite of the skin and proximity effect the shape of the window
allows for large current carrying cross-sections of the turns when
using copper foil windings due to its large height (y-direction).
Moreover, the large height enables the integration of relatively
large capacitance values despite the short mean turn length. Since
the current tends to concentrate itself within the cross-sectional area
where the largest magnetic fields are (i.e. parallel to the LFP) the
current is more uniformly distributed within the foil as with the
PLP x- and y-compressed shape. This leads to lower copper losses.
X-compressed: The x-compressed version of a transformer with
ALP is characterised by a large mean turn length and a medium
magnetic path length. The large mean turn length and width of the
window (y-direction) result in the largest area available for integrating capacitors in case copper foils are used for the realisation of the
windings.
The 3rd row of Fig. 4 shows the possibilities for realising an ALP
considering the z-compressed LPT as example. These are very
similar to the realisation methods of the PLP except for the E-E
core. Also the related problems are similar so that only the differences between the PLP and ALP are explained in the following.
- Again, the first variant is to insert a block of ferrite (or a distributed gap structure) between the primary and secondary winding.
- Alternatively, one could use standard E-cores with an air gap in
the centre leg. This results in lower costs and also the problems
related to manufacturing tolerances are eliminated.
- The E-E core V2 is just a variation of the winding arrangement of
E-E core V1 proposed in [18]. There, the outer leg which is not
enclosed by a winding generates large stray fields what could
cause EMI problems.
- The shown realisation of the ALP with a low µ block is characterised by the same problems as the corresponding realisation for
the PLP.
- Besides the same problems the PLP version with a layer of low µ
material implicates the shown structure is difficult to assemble.
The shown realisation possibilities of the LFP can be applied – with
the same pros and cons - to the other ALP core shapes.
In the 2nd row of Fig. 4 the low profile core shapes are shown
with separate windings. Due to the separation of the windings the
external leakage fields and with it the EMI problems increase what
is also true for the PLP structures. This could be avoided by applying an enclosing winding (EW) structure which is shown in the 4th
row of Fig. 4. With this arrangement of the windings one winding
has a relatively large mean turn length because it completely encloses the LFP and also the second winding. On the one hand the
large mean turn length results in high winding losses but on the
other hand also offers a large area for integrating a capacitor and
for cooling.
In the 5th row of Fig. 4 the top view of the EW y-compressed
LP core shape is shown. As with the PLP structures it is also possible to split one winding so that not all turns are linked with the
leakage flux (cf. 6th row of Fig. 4 / orange/light grey winding).
Again, this reduces the required air gap length but increases the
leakage flux. With the SP I split winding arrangement the outer

orange/light grey winding encloses the LFP and the red/dark grey
winding. Since the fluxes in the three legs of the core approximately sum up to zero (neglecting the stray field in the window and
the flux which leaks from the lateral surfaces of the core) the turns
which are linked with the leakage flux and also enclose the middle
leg equally could be shifted to the left leg. Consequently, the total
number of turns of the orange/light grey winding is wound around
the middle leg and just the turns, which are linked with the leakage
flux, are wound around the left leg. This winding structure is similar to integrated magnetics [19] since it utilizes an additional winding for integrating the inductance.
Instead of using a single E-core for the EMIT it is also possible
to use two separate U- or UR-cores. The one of the U-cores, whose
one leg is enclosed by both windings, realises the transformer, with
the other one, whose one leg is just enclosed by one winding, the
inductor is realised. This assembly is similar to a separated realisation of the transformer and the inductor. The mean turn of the orange/light grey winding, however, is smaller compared to a completely discrete solution. In order to achieve a square-shaped footprint the U- / UR-cores could also be arranged side by side, as
shown on the right hand side of the 7th row.

In the 8th row two U-core assemblies are shown, where the
orange/light grey winding encloses both cores and the red/dark grey
winding is wound separately on both cores. If the red/dark grey
winding is connected in series the whole assembly behaves as the
EMIT which is shown in the 7th row but with a doubled crosssectional area of the core. In case the red/dark grey winding is connected in parallel and it is the secondary winding of a transformer
the transformation ratio of the transformer could be doubled compared to the turns ratio (assuming that both U-Core assemblies are
build up with the same core). Generally speaking, the transfer ratio
is determined by the product of the turns ratio and the area ratio as
known for matrix transformers [20]. The area ratio is equal to the
cross sectional area of the core which is enclosed by the primary
winding divided by the area which is enclosed by the secondary
winding.

IV. COMPARISON OF THE COMPRESSED TRANSFORMERS
In the 2nd row of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 six different arrangements of
core, winding and LFP are presented which will be compared by
means of their geometric properties (volume, mean turn/path
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length) and the overall power loss in the following. The comparison
is based on fixed cross-sectional areas for the core and the window
of the core and on a constant power loss density for all assemblies
i.e. PCore/VCore, Pσ/Vσ and PWdg/VWdg are constant. Alternatively, one
could fix the overall volume of the EMIT or the power loss density
per surface area (W/cm2) which is related to the average rise of the
surface temperature. Accordingly, the overall losses or the average
temperature rise are minimized. This will be pursued in the course
of future research.
In the following, the calculation of the winding losses and of
the core losses is discussed. Thereafter, the derivation of the constraints for the comparison is explained, followed by the comparison of the transformer concepts.
Winding Losses: For calculating the power losses of the windings
the skin and the proximity effects are neglected in a first step. Both
effects are strongly dependent on the geometric properties of the
turns and the arrangement of the winding layers and would therefore considerably complicate the calculations for a general variation
of the core and winding geometries. Thus, the winding losses are
equal to the DC losses. Assuming, that each winding (primary and
secondary) fully utilizes half of the window area AW the overall
winding losses PWdg can be calculated as (1)
N ⋅ lw
k A
PWdg = 2 ⋅ RI 2 = 2 ⋅
⋅ I 2 with AWire = Cu W
AWire ⋅ σ
2⋅N
(1)
2
2
2
VWdg = AW ⋅lW
2 ⋅ lw ⋅ N ⋅ I
4⋅ N ⋅I2
PWdg = 2 ⋅
←⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→
⋅
V
Wdg
kCu AW σ
kCu AW2 σ
where the magnetizing current is neglected i.e. N1·I1 = N2·I2 is assumed. In (1) AWire is the cross-sectional area of one turn, lw is the
mean turn length and VWdg denotes the overall volume of the winding. The number of turns is denoted by N, σ is the conductivity, kCu
is the winding copper fill factor and I is the effective current in the
winding.
The winding current I is determined by the converter topology,
the choice of component values, the operating parameters and the
operating point and is approximately independent of the core and
winding geometries i.e. I is constant for the comparison. Thus, with
a fixed number of turns N the power loss density PWdg/VWdg is determined by the window area AW and the winding losses PWdg are
proportional to VWdg.
Core Losses: Assuming a uniform flux density B in the different
core regions, i.e. neglecting effects like flux crowding and dimensional resonance, the flux density could be calculated as B =
Ψ/(NAC) = Φ/(AC) where Ψ denotes the flux linkage, Φ is the flux
in the respective leg and AC is the corresponding cross-sectional
area of the core. The same holds for the LFP. Thus, for each core
region the flux density B could be calculated if the flux distribution,
which will be determined in Section V, is given.
The EMIT roughly could be divided into three sections with constant flux and cross-sectional area: the LFP and two core sections.
One core section caries the flux Φ1 (linked with the primary winding) and the other one the flux Φ2 (linked with the secondary). Assuming a symmetric core geometry Φ1 is passing through one half
of the core volume VCore,1 (=½·VCore) and Φ2 through the second
half of the volume VCore,2 (=½·VCore). Consequently, there are three
different flux densities: BCore,1 (= Φ1/AC) in the first and BCore,2 (=
Φ2/AC) in the second half and BLFP (= Φσ/Aσ) in the LFP.
Knowing the flux densities the losses in the different sections
approximately can be calculated using the Steinmetz equation since
the currents and therefore the fluxes are sinusoidal. In (2) the calculation for the section of the core carrying Φ1 is shown.
PCore ,1 = C ⋅ Bα

Core ,1

f βV

PCore = PCore ,1 + PCore ,2

Core ,1

/

⎛ ψ 1,Peak
⎜N ⋅A
⎝ 1 C

= C⎜

VCore

α

⎞ β
⎟⎟ f V Core ,1
⎠
= VCore ,1 + VCore ,2

(2)

The total core losses are the sum of the losses of the two sections.
As for the currents the flux distribution in the different legs also
is approximately independent of the core shape and winding arrangement. This is just true in case that the stray field in the core
window, which is dependent on the geometrical properties of the
winding and the core, is neglected. Doing so, the power loss densities of the core PCore/VCore and of the LFP Pσ/Vσ are determined by
AC and the cross-sectional area of the LFP Aσ. Furthermore, the
core losses PCore are proportional to the core volume VCore.
Consequently, by fixing the cross sectional areas Ac / Aσ / Aw and
the number of turns N for the respective assembly the power loss
density is also fixed. Moreover, the overall losses are proportional
to the volume of the EMIT (VCore + VWdg) and by comparing the
volume of the different structures for a fixed power loss density one
could also compare the efficiency/losses of them.
Minimum Loss Conditions: By selecting a material for the core
and the LFP the coefficients C, α and β are fixed. Additionally, Ψ
and I are defined by choosing the converter topology, the component values and the operating point. Thus, all variables in the equations determining the losses (1) and (2) are fixed except for the
number of turns N and the geometric properties (cross-sectional
areas, volume) of the EMIT.
Assuming a fixed overall volume of the EMIT the dependency
of the total losses PCore + PWdg on the geometry could be expressed
by a single parameter K as will be demonstrated later. Thus, there
are two degrees of freedom, N and K, which can be used for minimising the overall losses. At first, the ratio between the winding
and the core losses leading to minimum overall losses is determined. This optimisation is based on the dependency of the overall
losses on N. With the result the optimum number of turns is calculated. Afterwards, the ratio between the core and the winding area
depending on K is optimised with respect to minimal losses. Based
on this the comparison of the transformers could be performed.
In the following determination of the optimal operating point of
the EMIT the LFP is neglected in order to simplify the calculations.
This, however, has no influence on the results as will be explained
in the following.
As shown in the preceding paragraph the optimum operating
point of the EMIT is determined by the ratio of the core losses to
the winding losses and the ratio of the core area to the winding
area. The absolute values of the losses and the other variables do
not take influence on both ratios. Considering e.g. the CPT in the
1st row of Fig. 4 the LFP just reduces the size of the window of the
core. Accordingly, its influence on the geometry could be considered by changing the value of kCu. Furthermore, the flux distribution is influenced by the LFP but the absolute value of Ψ has no
influence on the result in principle. The additional losses caused by
the LFP could be considered by adjusting the absolute value of Ψ,
C or f. Since this difference of the absolute values of the mentioned
variables has no influence on the results the LFP will be neglected.
Now the ratio of the copper PWdg losses to the core losses PCore
should be determined such that the overall losses are minimal independently of the core shape. Assuming that just the number of turns
is variable and combining all other variables, being constant in this
case, in G1 and G2 the sum of the losses could be rewritten as (3),
[11].

PWdg + PCore =

4⋅ N2 ⋅ I2

α

⎛ ψ ⎞ β
⋅ VWdg + C ⎜
⎟ f VCore
2
kCu AW σ
⎝ N ⋅ Ac ⎠

(3)

= G1 ⋅ N 2 + G2 ⋅ N −α
After calculating the ratio PWdg/PCore using (3) and solving this
expression for N the result could be used for expressing the sum of
the losses independent of N.

Calculating the minimum of the overall losses by differentiating the
last expression in (4) with respect to PWdg leads to a ratio (5) for the
copper and the core losses which ensures minimal overall losses,
which is independent of the number of turns N, the geometric properties of the core and the winding, i.e. just the influence of α is
remaining.
PWdg α
(5)
=
PCore 2
Substituting the ratio of the losses in the expression for N in (4)
with the ratio given in (5) the resulting expression for the number
of turns could be used for eliminating N in the original expression
(3) for the overall losses. Consequently, the overall losses depend
only on the geometric properties of the EMIT (6).
PWdg

=

α

1

in ( 4 )

⎛ α ⋅ G2 ⎞ 2 +α
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ N = ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ 2 ⋅ G1 ⎠
PCore

replacing
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
N in ( 3,1st row )

2

(6)

(

PWdg + PCore = f AC , AW ,VCore ,VWdg

)

Since the overall volume is fixed the last degree of freedom is the
ratio of the window area to the cross-sectional area of the core AW =
K·AC as will be shown in the following. Assuming quadratic crosssectional areas of the core and the window and U-shaped cores and
windings which enclose each other the geometric properties of the
EMIT can be expressed as (7).

(

VCore = Aclc = Ac 4 Ac + 4 KAc

(

)

VWdg = Awlw = K ⋅ Ac 4 KAc + 4 Ac

)

(7)

Thus, the proportional factor K also defines the ratio of the volume
of the winding to the core volume. With the constraint of the fixed
overall volume VEMIT of the EMIT the cross-sectional area of the
core Ac could be expressed as (8).
2
VEMIT
(8)
Ac = Z 3 with Z =
3
⎛
4 ⎜ 1 + K + K + 2 K ⎞⎟
⎝
⎠
After eliminating the number of turns N in (3) as described above
and using (7) and (8) to replace Ac, Aw, VWdg and VCore by a function
of K the overall losses just depend on the ratio K of the crosssectional area of the window and the core. Now, this expression
could be differentiated with respect to K and the optimum ratio K
for minimal overall losses could be calculated. The resulting expression for the optimum K is only a function of α. As it is very
long and complex correlation it will not be presented for the sake of
ALP
2·a + 4·c + e
b + 2·c
2·a + d
2·a·b·(2·a + 2·c + d + e) + b·d·e
4·c·d·(a + b + 2·c)
2·(a + b) + 4·c
2·(2·a + 2·c + d + e)

x-Dim.: lx
y-Dim.: ly
z-Dim.: lz
VCore
VWdg
lw
lc
Crosssectional
areas
Heigth

Core:

AC = a·b

Winding:

AW = 2·d·c

LFP:
z-compressed

Aσ = 2·b·e
y-compressed

x-compressed

Aσ /1.2 = 339mm2 ≈ 115.000 m m 4 .
The cross-sectional area of the LFP Aσ is chosen according to
the ratio between the flux Φ1 through the primary winding and the
leakage flux Φσ. so that the flux density in the LFP is equal to the
maximum flux density in the core.
y

z

Ac
a

z

Aw

y

2

Aσ

c

b

b

)

e

(

replacing
N in ( 3,2 row )

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ PWdg + PCore = f PWdg ,PCore ,α
nd

(4)

brevity.
Assuming α = 2, what is approximately valid for high frequency ferrites, the optimum value of K is one i.e. that AC = AW and
VWdg = VCore (cf. (7)). Since for α = 2 also the ratio of the copper
losses to the winding losses is equal to one, the average power loss
densities of the core and the winding are also equal.
As can be seen in (9) the loss coefficient α takes strong influence on K.
α = 2.2
→
K ≈ 0.88
(9)
α = 1.8
→
K ≈ 1.2
Comparison of transformer concepts: Recapitulating the preceding calculations, the cross-sectional areas AC and AW and the number of turns are fixed for a minimum power loss design as soon as
the material of the core, the overall volume of the EMIT and the
operating point are defined.
In the following the six different transformer designs will be
compared for α = 2 i.e. the cross-sectional areas AC and AW are
equal. For the transformer comparison the cross-sectional areas of
the window and the core no longer will be quadratic as has been
assumed for the derivation of the minimal loss conditions. Accounting for the non quadratic areas results in complicating the calculations for a general variation of the core and the window considerably. Since the overall losses do not depend very much on the value
of K the ratio of core area to window area is set to one, K=1, even
for non quadratic core shapes.
Since the nominal output power of the considered seriesparallel converter is 3kW (cf. Table 3) an ELP 64 core is chosen as
reference. This core is suitable for power transformers in the range
of several kW and shows an area product of Ac·Aw =
519mm2·221mm2 ≈ 115.000mm4. With the given area product the
cross-sectional areas of the EMIT can be calculated by: AC = AW =

d

PCore

⎛ PWdg ⋅ G2 ⎞ 2 +α
G
= 1 ⋅ N 2 +α ⇒ N = ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
G2
⎝ PCore ⋅ G1 ⎠

b

1

PWdg

Aσ
e

ALP / x
ALP / x
PLP y
ALP x
PLP
PLP
Fig. 5 Definition of the five variables describing the geometric properties
of the core, winding and leakage flux path (ALP / PLP) arrangement

The overall volume of a comparable assembly with an ELP 64 core
including the LFP and the winding is 116000mm3 and the height is
28.4mm. Despite the fact that the curves in Fig. 6 are plotted for
special values of the
cross-sectional areas
PLP
the
characteristics
2·a + 2·c
and the relative posib + 2·c
tions of the curves
a + 2·d + e
are representative for
2·a·b·(a + c + 2·d + e) + 2·e·b·c
a wider range of
4·c·d·(a + b + 2·c)
cross-sectional areas.
Moreover, the ratio
2·(a + b) + 4·c
between the cross2·(a + c + 2·d + e)
sectional area of the
Core:
AC = a·b
core Ac and the crossWindAW = 2·d·c
sectional area of the
ing:
LFP Aσ has only a
LFP:
Aσ = 2·b·e
small influence on
z-compressed
y-compressed
x-compressed
the basic shape of the
H = lz = a+2d+e
H = ly = b+2c
H = lx = 2a+2c
curves.

H = lz = 2a+d
H = ly = b+2c
H = lx = 2a+4c+e
Table 2 – Definition of the core and winding parameters and equations for the comparison

By fixing the cross-sectional areas and the window area three
variables are determined. The geometric dimensions of the EMIT,
however, are described by five independent variables. One possible
set of variables is defined in Fig. 5. The relationships between these
variables and the cross-sectional areas, window area, volume and
lengths are given in the upper rows of Table 2.
Since the EMITs should have a low profile the fourth variable
is fixed by determining the maximum height of the device. The
fifth variable is used to minimise the volume/losses respectively the
footprint area with the constraint that the variables a, b, c, and d are
larger than a certain minimum value (3mm in the considered comparison). In the last four rows of Table 2 the four above explained
constraints for the comparison of the different core shapes are
given.
The volumes, the mean path lengths and the mean turn lengths
for the six arrangements are shown in Fig. 6. As a kind of a reference the values for the assembly using an ELP 64 core are included
(Attention: The height of the ELP 64 core assembly is not varying).
The z-compressed core shape with a PLP shows the lowest
volume and the shortest mean path length for a wide range of
heights but also the largest mean turn length. The large mean turn
length and the LFP arrangement which in principal tends to a
strongly non-uniform current density could lead to large copper
losses. The effects leading to a non-uniform current density have
been neglected in the preceding comparison but are part of the future research.
The x- and y-compressed core shapes with an ALP principally
tend to a more uniform current density but showing a larger volume.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the volumes, the mean path lengths and the mean
turn lengths of the six compressed core shapes. Reference: ELP 64 core.

V. DESIGN OF EMITS USING MAGNETIC RELUCTANCE MODEL
COMBINED WITH FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
For calculating the losses of the EMIT and determining the power
loss densities one has to calculate the currents in the windings and
the flux distribution in the core and LFP. At first, however, the
values of the resonant circuit components must be determined. This
could be done e.g. based on a procedure described in [21]. The
results for the considered prototype are given in Table 3. For given
component values the currents and the fluxes can be calculated by
an AC equivalent model as explained in the following.
Since the resonant network attenuates the higher harmonics
of the voltages and currents in the series-parallel resonant converter
(cf. Fig. 1) both quantities can be calculated by classical AC analysis [22], [23]. Applying the proposed method in [23] results in the

Output power
3kW
equivalent AC network for
Switching frequency
300..600kHz
the converter of Fig. 7 (left
Series capacitance
35nF
hand and right hand part
Parallel capacitance
110nF
of the circuit).
Series inductance
12.5µH
This model has been
Series Current I1,Peak
28.2A
extended by a reluctance
295 µVs
|Ψ1,Peak| = N·|Φ1,Peak|
model of the EMIT which
155 µVs
|Ψ2,Peak| = N·|Φ2,Peak|
allows the calculation of
350 µVs
|Ψσ,Peak| = N·|Φσ,Peak|
the magnetic fluxes and/or
Table 3 – EMIT Specification
magnetic flux densities in
the different sections of the core. Also the phase shift between the
different fluxes, i.e. leakage and main flux, is considered. Since the
leakage flux adds or subtracts geometrically to/from the main flux
in the different core sections the consideration of the phase shift is
necessary in order to get exact results.
In Fig. 8, where the real axis of the coordinate systems is
aligned to the phasor of the primary current, the flux phasors are
shown for operation of the EMIT at nominal output power. The
corresponding absolute values are given in Table 3. Since the phase
RV

CS

RM1
I1

RM2

N1Ι1

N2Ι2

CP

Rσ
UAB,(1)

jωN1Φ1

Fundamental UAB,(1) of
input voltage / Rv / C s

Φ1

Ι2

Φ2

Reluctance model of
transformer

RA

jωN2Φ2

Cp / Equivalent
ac resistance

Fig. 8 Flux
phasors
Fig. 7 Fundamental frequency equivalent model of the series-parallel
Ψ =model
Φ·N for
resonant converter including a magnetic reluctance transformer
calculating the flux densities in the sections of the transformer.

shift between the primary current and the leakage flux is relatively
small the magnitude of the leakage flux could be approximated as
|Ψσ,peak| ≈ Ls·I1,Peak. Due to the large phase shift between the fluxes
the assumption that the absolute values add up to zero would lead
to comparatively large errors.
With the presented model it is also possible to calculate the
voltages and currents of the windings as well as the amplitude of
the fundamental of the input voltage UAB,(1) and the duty cycle of
the converter for a given output voltage and load current.
The resulting flux densities can be used to calculate the core
losses by means of the Steinmetz equation [24]. With the primary
and secondary current the losses in the windings could be calculated by means of analytical (1-D approximation) calculations [2],
[25]. The analytical approach could be used for optimizing the
thickness of the copper foil respectively of the PCB track for the
given operation frequency and current in order to achieve minimum
copper losses. In case the resulting losses are still too high a further
reduction could be achieved by interleaving (4th row of Fig. 4) or
increasing the foil or track width (i.e. changing the geometry of the
core).
By combining the proposed reluctance model and the 1-D analytical model of the copper losses the overall losses and/or the
power loss density could be optimised by varying the geometric
properties. There, the copper and the core losses have to be considered simultaneously as both loss components interdepend by means
of the core and winding geometry as will be shown in a future publication of the authors.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A CONVENTIONAL EMIT WITH
ALP AND A PLANAR EMIT WITH PLP
In Fig.9 a prototype of the cubic profile transformer with ALP and
enclosing secondary foil winding is shown. The realisation is with a
standard E65 core and Kapton foils as dielectric. The corresponding
measurement results for an output power of 1 kW / 48 V are given
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